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System May Mean
Doorstep Education
For NM Residents
Linda McMath

Ed Muehsam

Smokey the Bear was working in the SUB soliciting students to the Wilderness Skills Trail. The
Forest Service received help in organization and in running their trail from students in the
Recreation Department.

30,000 Hours Donated to Hospital
Viki Florence
Mary Lou Myer was a nurse for
27 years before coming to the
University of New Mexico
Hospital/Bernalillo County
Medical Center in 1977. But despite
her experience, she· doesn't collect a
penny for the hours she puts in.
And even with the recent success of
union efforts at the hospital, she
feels no need to organize to im•
prove heriot.
Myer is a UNMH/BCMC
volunteer. She, like the other 250
members of the hospital's Service
League, gives her time - up to 20

hours each week - and her expertise freely.
Hospital volunteers provide
30,000 hours of unpaid labor to the
hospital each year.
In addition to their help with
patients and adminsitrative tasks,
the Service League ·runs the gift
shops and a thrift store at the
hospital. Proceeds from these
efforts fund improvements and
additions to the hospital. Their
latest effort is a $10~ renovaton
of the Neo-natal Care Unit.
With these dollar contributions
included, Collie Hinton, director of
Volunteer Services, UNM Hospital,
values the volunteers' contribution

to the hospital at $1.5 million
yearly.
Although riiost .of the hospital
volunteers are "middle-aged
housewives,'·' Hinton says. The
classic stereotype of the volunteer
as ''Lady Bountiful from the
Northeast Heights with more time
and money than she knows what.to
do with" is far from true, she said.
Members of the Service League
range from 18 to 88 years of age.
They include men as well as
women. Some ride buses 11p from
the south valley, and at least oneAria Getty - walks to the hospital
twice a week "rain or shine" to
continued on page 3

University of New Mexico's
Associate Provost for Community
Education Alex Sanchez is assessing
a telecommunication system that
may bring education to your
doorstep,
The 10-month study sponsored
by the Fund For Improvement of
Post Secondary Education, may
conclude that New Mexico is
perfect for a communication
system.
Because New Mexico is primarily
a large, rural state with many
geographical barriers and a state
with several urban areas that are
experiencing rapid growth, a
telecommunication system would
meet the demand for education
programs, according to telecommunication research.
1970 U.S. Census Bureau reports
show that New Mexico is a poor
state, with about one-fifth of the
incomes below the poverty level. In
1977 New Mexico's per capita
income was $5854 compared to a
national per capita income of
$7019.
These economic factors, plus
federal and state school budget
cuts, may prevent smaller New
Mexico school districts from offering summer programs and fine
arts programs, according to
financial reports.
New Mexico school districts
enrollment ranges from 100 to over
80,000 students and ethnic
backgrounds range from 56 percent
anglo to 2 percent black in New
Mexico, according to 1975
socioeconomic indicators.
"Because New Mexico has a

diverse and dispersed student
population, a wide-range of
educatonal alternatives must be
available," Sanchez said.
He said educational alternatives
must be made available to the
older, non-traditional student.
UNM's business and finance
reports show that since 1970 the
median age for UNM students has
increased to age 24. In the same
period, the number of nondegree
students ages 25 to 29 has increased
180 percent and tne 30 to 34 age
group has increased about 250
percent.
undergraduate
While
the
enrollment may decline in the 1980s
because there are fewer high school
graduates, lower per capita income,
financial aid cuts and other factors;
nondegree students will probably
increase, according to UNM's 5year facility plan.
·
"Education doesn;t stop with a
Ph.D., continuing education has a
bright future;'' Sanchez says.
"Knowledge is increasing at such a
rapid pace that you have to learn
throughout yourlife.'' he said.
Therefore, a telecommunications
system that enables individuals to
become educated by watching
designated television programs or
through video tapes and cassettes is
an alternative solution to education
demands in lieu of budget cuts and
expensive maintenance costs of the
traditional
public
institution,
telecommunication reports say.
"At some not-too-distant time, if
people must choose between driving
to campus and not enrolling, an
increasing number of people won't
enroll,'·' the report said.
continued on page 6

Shared Rides Coordinated by Ridepool To Save Expense
Driving to work or school is an
expense that can be shared- that's
the message from Ridepool at the
University of New Mexico.
A project of the Institute for
Applied Research Services at UNM,
Ridepool is funded by city, state
and federal governments to match
riders with rides at no charge.
"Chances are good we can find
matches if a person has fairly
normal hours and lives either in the
city or outside where a lot of people
live," Director Gwen Kloeber said.
Since its inception two years ago,
the organization has signed up
some 2950 Albuqurqueans, with

more than 75 percent of them volunteer· drivers for their Senior
Grocery Pool, formed in May
matchedsuccessfully.
because of the Pl'essing need among
''For matching, we use a the community's senior citizens for
geographical map sectioned into assistance in getting 1 to and from
zones. We then call people with the supermarkets.
names and phone numbers of
prospective matches. We don't give
Kloeber said three SGP carpools
out addresses.
"Most ride-sharing agencies use are now operating, but many more
computers; we don't. The personal are needed.
contact is better because eve'n when
"A lot of the elderly aren't
people have signed -UP, they're
hesitant about calling people to physically capable of driving, even
arrange a carpool. The personal though they may have cars," she
said. ''And· with their limited
touch makes it easier.''
money, it's difficult to hire a cab.
Ridepool matches people for Riding the bus is difficult, too,
things other than communal ttavel. especially when you're carrying two
The organization is soliciting bags of groceries."

Black Student Union To Sponsor Lecture
By Political Author Monday at Woodward
The Black Student Union is
sponsoring a lecture by black
political author C.L.R. James to be
held Oct. 26 in Woodward Hall,
room 149, BSU President Frank
Parks said Monday.
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Acoma Pueblo who vanpool to and
from Albuquerque every day.

Called th Ka-Waik Commuters
A vanpool works best, Kloeber
Association, the group makes th¢
said, if riders live at least 15 miles
from work or school. 'ute van can 100-mile round trip in a leased van.
be owned communally, by one The commuter group estimates the
individual, by an employer or by a pool has saved its members a total
of $22,000 since it began in April
third party, such as a credit union,
leasing agency or non,..profit 1980.
committee of interested persons.
Kloeber said Ridepool pushes
The State Highway Department ride sharing amollg local employers
offers interest-free loans for ap- · as a means to <:leaner air, safer
proximately 82 percent of the streets and convenient employee
purchase price of a van used for ·transportation.
ride sharing.
Some commuters simply lease a
Ridepool program coordinators
van for approximately $400 pet work with about 65 Albuquerque
month. "Ridepool News," the businesses. Some employers offer
group's quarterly newsletter, writes benefits to employees who share
about a group of 10 commuters rides or use mass transportation to
from Laguna Pueblo and one from get to and from work.

()b~rvatory

()pen to Visitors 1/ridll!J

James has written such books as Solution to the Negro Problem in

Black Jacobins [The History of the the United States.''
Haitian .Revolution], World
Parks said James is on a
Revolution: The Rise and Fall of
thf! Comntr.mist Imetnational/917- nationwide lecture tour and is
1936, Party Politics in the West coming to lJNM from UClA.
He said the lecture will begin at 7
Indies and Modern Politics.

He has also written a phamphlet p.m., and will be. followed by a
Parks said the 81-year-c:ild James
entitled "The }{evolutionary receptiop.
is "a living legend.''
·

~i

Vanpooling is another group
project, begun in January.

•

The University of New Mexico Observatory will be open to the
public Friday from 8 to 10 p.m.
The observatory's telescopes will be focused on the planet Venus,
the open star cluster M 11 and the Dumbbell Nebula M27.
The observatory is located one block north of Lomas on Yale.
Admission is free.
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Order for PATCO Decertification
Stayed by Federal Appeals Court
WASHINGTON
The
Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization was decertified as the union for striking air
controllers Thursday, but a federal
appeals court later indefinitely
stayed the decertification order.
In an action hailed by the White
Hou>e, the Federal Labor Relations
Authority decertified the union as
the bargaining agent for the
government controllers, citing the
PATCO's leadership of the illegal
strike.
But late Thursday, three judges
of the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia stayed the
order temporarily, deputy court
clerk Robert Bonner said. PATCO
has asked the court to issue a stay.
Bonner said the "temporary
stay" would be "indefinite, but as
of right now the authority has until
4 p.m. Monday to file a response to
the stay motion."

He said the court did not address
the merits of the case, but wanted
to give the FLRA time to make its
arguments on PATCO's request
that the decertification order be
stayed.
"P ATCO asked that the FLRA
order be stayed. The court said we
don't know but until we have time
to consider that we are going to stay
it temporarily," he said.
Bonner said the temporary stay
was issued on behalf of the court by
Judges Abner Mikva, Patricia
Wald and Harry Edwards.
PATCO spokeswoman Marcia
Feldman said, "We're very pleased
that the Court of Appeals saw merit
in our request."
The air traffic controllers went
on strike against the Federal
Aviation Administration Aug. 3
over issues including pay and

·li

Stock Market Report

NEW YORK - Many investors
working
conditions.
President
Reagan ordered them fired for retreated to the sidelines Thursday
and stocks drifted lower in a sea of
violating a no-strike pledge.
uncertainties about interest rates
and
the economy in a dull day on
All three members of the Federal
Labor Relations Authority, the Wall Street.
The Dow Jones industrial
panel that oversees laws covering
average,
down more than six points
federal employees, signed the
revocation order. Under that order, in the early going after WedP ATCO would no longer be nesday's 0,85-point Joss, surrenconsidered the legal representative dered another 2. 76 points to 848.27
for the 11,500 fired controllers or despite a late comeback.
The New York Stock Er.change
their replacements.
index shed 0.27 to 69.39 and the
In Cancun, Mexico, chief White price of an average share decreased
House spokesman David Gergen 12 cents. Standard & Poor's SODtold reporters before the appeals stock index lost 0.46 tn 119.64.
court action, "We think it's a Declines topped advances 946-501
sound and responsible decision."
among the 1869 issues traded.
Big Board volume totaled 40,63
And, despite rumors that con- million shares, down from the
clusion of the decertification effort 48.49 million traded Wednesday.
might lead to the rehiring of some
Traders were disturbed that the
strikers, Gergen said, "There are government's third-quarter gross
no plans to bring back those who national product report Wednesday
went on strike."
showed inflation jumped to a 9.4
percent annual rate from a 6.4

\
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Don't try to save

a buck Wired for darkness

ST
$422

Computerized
Financial Aid

A computerized financial aid locating service that
matches to your individual needs, interests and qualifica·
lions.
More than $3,000,000,000 in financial assistance is
available for students annually. For $45.00 we will
research and guarantee you from 5 to 25 sources of aid
you can apply for.
For more infonnation send name, address, phone
number to:

Southwest Scholarship Service
P.O. Box 14805
Albuquerque, NM 87191
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* Free Med. Drink
with the purchase of a
Double Burger and Fries
* Two Hot Dogs ggc
*Full Meal Deal1.70
Pl:1y our new vide•, glirili.~ Cl'ntipl'd •
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2300 Central S.E.
(Across lrom Popejoy Hall)
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make her contribution, Hinton
said.
These people appear at the
hospital for a variety of reasons,
but, Hinton said, "in all cases the
basic motives <tre unselfish."

Dorothy McLaren, a past
president of the League, volunteers
to conduct tours of the hospital for
student groups and visiting medical
personnel. For her there is "a selfsatisfaction working with people
and helping them."
Despite the volunteers' eagerness
to help, they were not always
welcomed by members of the paid
staff, Hinton said.
"The staff used to feel
threatened. We've had to do a lot
of educating," she said. But, she
said, "the volunteers never SUI)o
plant paid employees. Even the
union has not given us any trouble
about that."

Traffic Ticket CrusaderTries
To Bring System to a Halt

Who would miss a few
'f
icebergs? CONCEPT ONS SOUTH

continued from page 1

For Getty, - at 88 the oldest
member of the League - wheeling
the magazine cart from room to
room gives her a chance to meet
people and "make a contribution."
For Libby Honeycutt, who visits
with patients and gives them
"whatever they seem to need," the
satisfaction comes just because "I
know I'v.e done something helpful."

percent level in the second period,
Composite volume of NYSE
issues traded on all U.S. exchanges
and over the counter totaled 46.73
million shares compared with 56.34
million traded Wednesday.
The American Stock Exchange
index rallied to jump 3.66 to 309.30
and the price of a share rose 17
cents. Declines topped advances
354-213 among the 752 issues
traded. Volume totaled 4.67 million
shares compared with 6.85 million
Wednesday.
The National Association of
Securities Dealers' NASDAQ index
of over the counter stocks added.
0.05 to 192.43,
On the trading floor, Newmont
Mining, subject nf considerable
takeover speculation recently, was
the most active NYSE-listed issue,
off 4 5/8 to 49 after a block of
506,300 shares at 51.
On the Amex, Dome Petroleum
was the most active issue, up i 5/8
to II 1/2.

LOS ANGELES Clarence weeks ago from Hawaii and
Shak, a crusader against traffic launched his advertising campaign.
tickets, is trying to develop a He said more than 100 people have
scheme that will snarl traffic in responded but nobody has yet paid
courts and bring the system to a the $25 membership fee.
halt.
In Hawaii, Shak was barred in a
For a $25 membership fee, Shak court settlement from telling
will provide traffic violators who consumers that traffic tickets were
plead innocent with an attorney, unconstitutional. He was also given
money to pay the fine and throw in a $5000 suspended fine and ordered
$300 for the motorist's lost time. to refund the $1.5 million in
People who join before they get a subsciptions he had raised from
ticket can join for $5.
advertisements, said a lawyer for
Shak said Thursday the ticket the Consumer Protection Agency.
system exists only because drivers
Shak believes that tickets are
would rather pay the fine rather unconstitutional because the
than fight.
government collects fines before a
Shak arrived in Los Angeles two warrant is issued.

-Volunteers---------

I

l

"They just take it for granted
that I work here for free," she said.
"It's good for them to know that."
Volunteer efforts are particularly
important
in
cities
like
Albuquerque, said McLaren,
because "we're not a wealthy
community, it is difficult to
generate money" to fund assistance
for the hospital.
Although the response to some
UNMH/BCMC recruiting efforts
was "not that overwhelming."
McLaren believes "there are people
out there who want to volunteer."
AS the "~tigma of being a county
hospital" fades and the hospital's
reputatinn grows, "We will continue to attract volunteers," said
Hinton.
She believes there is still "a
tremendous sense of community"
in Albuquerque.
Hinton, whose three sons are also
in the medical field, knows this
sense of community first hand.
"I deal daily with warm, sensitive, caring people," she said.
"And I hear all the time '1 don't
know how we'd get along without
those volunteers."'

Posh

Those good things range form
plumping pillows and pouring
coffee to hand-holding, reassuring
worried relatives and writing letters
home for incapacitated patients.

._,

Casaus, whose two <laughters
were candy-stripers and whose two
grandcl)ildren are "looking forward" to volunteering, sees this as
another important satisfaction in
her work.

WIN Cl FREE
HALLOWEEN BALLOON RIDE
for you o.nd o. ftlend from YALE BLOOD PLASffiA. During the
month of October, new ...~ regulo.r donors o.llke will be
registered for the dro.wfn!J.cKdt tim• you dono.te twice In the
so.me week! (ffi-F)
This coupon Is good for i3.00 o.nd o. cho.nce
In the dro.wlng for first time donors.
'!'he LUCKY WINNER will be o.nnounced Fri. Oct. 30
Vo.lld only with current student or mlllto.ryi.D.
Expires Oct. 29, 1981

1
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Anne Adams, a nurse at UNMH/BCMC and a member of the
recently organized nurses' union at
the hospital, agrees. "We don't see
the volunteers as an issue, they do
nothing but good things for the
patients," she said.

221 6 Central SE
265-5986

Bagel

The hospital averages one
volunteer for every six paid employees, a ratio which Hinton
attributes to a variety of factors.
The hospital's position as a
teaching hospital, she said, attracts
many medical and pre-med students
to the Service League.
"The Pre-Med Club encourages
them to get some experience
through volunteering," she said.
These students gain an inside
look at the profesSions they are
preparing for and the hospital gets
their "very dedicated and highly
motivated" assistance, Hinton
said.
Through the League's Volun"
Teen
program,
high-school
students can also trade their time
for experience in the hospital. The
program, which runs during the
summer, attracted 77 "very special
kids" this year, Hinton said.

Weekend Special!

Nancy Naranho, a. 14-year-old
Valley High School student, was
one of those participating.

• • •

"At first my friends thought 1
was crazy to work for free. But now
some of them want to do it next
year. If you enjoy what you're
doing, that's what's important,"
she said.

only at the Posh

·--------------------------------·
I
I

I
I

I Buy one sandwich and get a second of equal I
1value FREE with this coupon and the purchase 1
1
of two large soft drinks.
1
I
I

Like many of UNMH/BCMC's
young volunteers, Naranho is
thinking of pursuing a career in
health services. She plans to
volunteer at the hospital again next
summer.
"Because we are a teaching
hospital, we can attract people who
are skilled and have had experience," Hinton said. "Often
people who have been through a
medical
trauma
themselves
volunteer becattsc they feel a need
to repay the medical community."

One per customer. Offer expires 10-25-81
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Although they are unpaid, the
Service League members each feel
they do get something for their
efforts.

The Posh·, across from UNM

Myer, recently elected president
for tho·· league, admits that the
volunteer system "works both
ways. It benefits us too," she said.

~~-·

I

Retired since 1968, Myer gets a
feeling of being useful from her
work at the hospital.
"There's only so many times you
can clean out your dresser drawers
before you get bored with it," she
said.
Tina Casaus, a volunteer for
more than six years, agreed. "You
can only do the shopping center bit
for so long," she said. "I've
learned so much here - it makes
me a more interesting person."
Hinton sees part of her
responsibility as a director of
Volunteer Services as matching new
volunteers to areas in the hospital
that they will enjoy.
"There are 30 different areas in
the hospital that use volunteers, We
try to make a good match," she
said. "We try to keep communicating, to make sure they feel
satisfied.''
Surprisingly, Hinton said, some
of the most difficult jobs- such as
the emergency room - have many
volunteers eager to take them on.
The members of the UNMH/BCMC Service League have
an impact outside the hospital as
well, they are breathing new life
into the tradition of volunteer
service.
That tradition "has suffered with
the breakdown of the family and
community ties," McLaren said.
"But it never died."
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Forum

Raffle To Benefit Scholarship Ftmd

Police
DOONESBURY

Input

Students Argue Senators Limits

HI, MOM!

I

and "shouldn't affect what they do on senate."
Computer science major Randy Peters ;;~grees thilt
senators should not be restricted.
The senator's job can give them "a wider view on
things,'' he says.
Kathy Keer, who is stwdying art studio, says the
restriction depends on the job.
She says she "can't imagine" a job that would
cause a problem bu.t says there might be trouble if the
senator worked at a place that receive~ ASUNM
funds.

{:very Friday the New Mexico Daily Lobo prints
Input: a forum for the students of the University of
New Mexico, Euch week the Lobo will present a
question for consideration. Next week's question is:
How would you grade President Reagan's performance so far?
Should ASUNM senators be restricted from
serving on the senate on the basis of place of
employment?
Danny Abraham, a chemical engineering major,
says senators should not be restricted.
"That's their job," he says.
He says the fob is not ;-;art of their senatorial duties

by Garry Trudeau
JJ0Nt f/V(}(IJ,
a:AR. /IN!)1fT
I

MII<I3Yi 7H!INK
6(X}f)Nt55

N0r5UREI
CARE!

I

Letters

YOIJ HAren:
CleAR GOD,
I'M l.OS!N6
YOU BOTH,

Reader Challenges Senator's Position
course, unconstitutionaL
And since when does government, of all entities,
have the right to up and decide what does and does
not constitute "an unbiased newspaper or any other
news agency"? Government for decades has been
trying to squash the press - why should the ASUNM
Senate turn out to be any different? I'm very disappointed - I thought student senators had higher
ideals and principles than that.
And we must not forget the ASUNM Contact,
mouthpiece for the Senate. You can say it "does not
fall under the auspices of an on-campus news
agency" because it is an "extension of the Senate (i.e.
- committee)" until you >.~re blue in the face, but the
cold fact remains that it is a news letter, Miss Rogers,
that "directly covers ASUN M news" and is
disseminated to as broad an audience as any other oncampus news agency. If it walks like a duck, and talks
like a duck, Miss Rogers, it's a duck.

Senate.t'
Just so you know, sports editors, photo editors and
recreation editors are just that - editors - and do
serve in an editorial capacity. And if you think they do
not have valid input into the news content of the
Lobo, you are badly mistaken - not to mention insulting.
So where would you and your supporters like to
draw the line as to who affects and/or influences
news content? My feeling is you have absolutely no
business even attempting to draw it anywhere.
Restricting a person's eligibility to serve as an elected
public official by virtue of their employment is, of

I

DOONESBURY ·

Club, Speakers Committee, SUB Noontime,
Skydiving Club, Elections Committee, General
Honors, Ballroom Dance Club, Raza Unida Estudiantil,
N.M. Lacrosse Club, Homecoming Committee, UNM
Chapparals, UNM Cheerleaders, UNM Rugby Footbal
Team, UNM Geology Club, Returning Students and
the Students of the American Pharmaceutical
Association.
How can such a large group of UNM students be
denied? Maybe this isn't about politics. Maybe there is
some personal motive behind such a politically
destructive move. I urge students to make their views
known and I urge Eric Maddy to reconsider his appeal.

JAil-, I OON'T.kNOW
WHAT I'M (j(}/Nr3 7lJ DO,
HO(IJ Wit-t. I RIJN lf.l&
FeeJ1 BUS/Ness All-

NIC-HlMAJ?I;. CYel<'flHING
f,W'V& [J(//f.,T lllti!AROS

IS IN JeOPAR/7f NOW••

BY MYSEl-F?
\

\

Senator Criticized for Appeal on Earmarked Monies
Editor:
This letter is about politics, UNM politics. I have
been pondering why an elected ASUNM senator, Eric
Maddy, would deliberately hurt the students and
organization that elected him. The $45;000 of frozen
KUNM funds would revert back to ASUNM, if he, Eric
Maddy, does not appeal his case to the Student
Standards and Grievance Committee. This would give
$22,500 to be used this semester for the 27 appropriation bills currently on the ASUNM senate
agenda. If an appeal is made, the chances are "99.44
percent" that there will be no more money for appropriations this semester,
Some of the groups and clubs being hurt by the lack
of appropriations money are the: UNM Pre-Medical

IF HeNRY IS SeNT 7D

OH, MIKel, 7HIS WHOle
7H1Ne:S BeEN 51/CJI A

Finally, I would like to add this, Your efforts are
certainly motivated by something. If only that highpowered steam could be harnessed and put to
something constructive, I might be impressed. As it is,
you and your cohorts insist on pursuing this insipid
matter through thick and thin, defeat after pitiful
defeat. Why don't you take your licks and turn your
efforts to something productive?
Kelly Gibbs
Managing Editor, New Mexico Daily Lobo

Beat

THIS POINT, I~

YOU'!<&
HCME3i

UNM students who would like to see their opinion
expressed in Input may send theircommentsandar,y
questions to Input c/o Kelly Gibbs, Dail'f Lobo, UNM
Box 20, 87131.

Editor:
After reading Kim Rogers' letter of Oct, 22, I feel I
cannot allow it to go unchallenged.
Miss Rogers' statement that her petition does not
attempt to make it illegal for a senator to hold any
position in a news agency is incongruous with what
the petition actually states.
It says ''No Senator during the time for which
he/she is elected, may serve in an editorial capacity of
any on campus news agency, or as a news reporter of
any on campus news agency which directly covers
ASUNM news."
However, Miss Rogers says "Sports writers and
editors, recreation writers and editors, cartoonists,
business and advertising managers, photo editors and
photographers, and those that do manual labor (oh,
please) on the machines may still serve on the

The Black Student Union is
raffling off a 19-inch Sony portable
color television to .rais.e money for
its scholarship fund, the BSU
president says,
The president, Frank Parks, says
the raffle tickets cost $1 each. He

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers

says the tickets are being sold ail
over campus, including the BSU
office <1t 1819 Roma N.E., just west
of the Police and Parking Services
building.
Parks says the drawing for the
winner will be held Nov. 21.

Police Beat is a week{v community
service column presented by the
Daily Lobo in con)uction with the
Campus Police Department. It is
dedicated to the reduction and
prevention of crime at the
University ofNew Mexico,

At Domino's Pizza we
promise a hot, nutritious
meal delivered In 30
minutes or less. Your
pizza is made with 100%
real dairy cheese, our
own special sauce, and
your choice of ilems.
Then we deliver it fast-at
no extra charge. Give us
a call. .. we deliver I
Fast, Free Delivery

3920 Central S.E.
262-1662

Fire accidents are so rare on the
UNM campus that it is easy to
neglect planning a course of action
in case of such an event. It is a good
idea, as you work and attend
classes, to check the buildings you
occupy for locations of exits, fire
extinguishers, and fire alarms. You
should mentl\IIY rehearse an escape
plan from various locations in the
building and under various conditions of fire.
If you discover a fire, sound the
alarm and dial 911.
If you are in a burning building,
feel the door handle to your room.
If the door handle is hot, do not
open the door. If possible, exit
through a window. If you are above
the second floor, don't jump.
Instead, open the window and call
for help. Hand something out the
window to signal the Fire
Department when they arrive. Stay
low to avoid smoke, and make a
tent with a coat, shirt or blanket
over your head near the window
opening to get fresh air:

Hours:
4:30 ·1 :00 Sun,- Thurs.
4:30:2:00 Fri. & Sat
Our Superb
Cheese Pizza
12" cheese $4.25
16" cheese $6.15
Additional Items
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Ham, Onions, Green Chili,
Green Peppers, Olivers,
Sausage, Ground Beef,
Jalapenos, Extra Cheese,
Extra Thick Crust
12" pizza $ .85 per item
16" pizza $1 .25 per item
We use only 100% real
dairy cheese.
Our drivers carry
less than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
®1981 Dpmlno's

If the door and door knob to
your room are cool, walk, don't
run to the nearest cxlt. Use stairs,
not the elevator, and use the
handrail to avoid being knocked
down by other exiting occupants.
If fire or smoke is dense at the
lower levels, turn around and walk
to the uppermost level. Once on the
roof, be s.ure to leave the door open
to protect yourself from being
locked out while you wait for help.

Ed
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Dave Chamberlain tries to see what his inquisitive puppet
monkev sees. Dave was selling this and other puppets outside
the SUB vesterdav.
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See us on campus.

Digital representatives from
Colorado Springs Manufacturing & Design Groups
as well as representatives from the Phoenix &
Albuquerque Manufacturing facilities
will be on campus October 30th
to meet Electrical & Mechanical En!(incerin!( Majors &
Business Majors.
for additional information, contact vour Placement
Office.
.
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One free
f
quart 0
PepSI" I.

.

I

One free quart of Pepsi
with any 12" small
pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
customer pays deposit.
60' value
expires 11-15·81
Fast, free delivery
3920 Central S.E.

262·1662
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-Telecommunications------ ASUNM Rejects Amendment
continued from page 1
According to the telecommunication report cited by Sanchez, Indian tribes, Hispanic
groups,
isolated
communities,
handicapped individuals and
workers may benefit from a
telecommunications system that
would
beam
programs
by
microwave to these groups.
"The future possibilities that this
system might be able to bring
educational opportunities m the
vast rural areas of this state justifies
the time and cost that this proposal
will require," Robert B. Rodriquez,
secretary of the Board of
Educational Finance Commission
or Post Secondary Education said
In a letter endorsing the proposal.
When the telecommunications
network is scHtp, users will include
the 89 New Mexico public school
districts,
professional schools,
commercial
and
industrial
organizations, according to the
report.

A proposed constitutional
management of an extensive
amendment that would have given
be u.sed to certify individuals and to hardware and software assessment senators more freedom in their
provide leisure-type courses for of existing systems and future user O\Jtside activities was. rejected by
senior citizens' groups, according needs," Sanchez said,
the ASUNM Senate Wednesday
· to the associate provost. Graduate
The
state-wide
telecom- night.
and undergraduate education could munications network will be
The amendment would have
be extended to rural areas now not coordinated through the associate allowed senators to be ofricers of
served, Sanchez said,
provost's office, the Department of ASUNM-funded organizations and
Homemakers and people in jail Educational Foundations and the to serve in other parts of student
may benefit.
College of Education, according to government they are presently not
"Some people cannot travel great the report.
allowed to serve in.
distances to attend c!aoses," he
Sen. Judy Nakamura, the bill's
The first year objectives of the
said.
sponsor, said not allowing senators
coordinating officials will be to get
During the next 10 months, state and federal funding, develop to serve as officers of ASUNM
Sanchez says he will assess the an advisory committee which will funded groups is unfair since nonequipment and expertise needed to review materials and research officers can also have influence
establish a state-wide system. He findings, develop a list of potential with their groups and it would be
says he is uncertain of the outcome network members and develop an impractical for ASUNM to prevent
senators from serving on student
of the study. "We just don't know operational plan.
groups in any capacity.
what we wUI find."
The telecommunications network
But Sens. Bob Matteucci and
The first year of the project will
entail establishing a Telemedia officials' second year goals will be Robert Lynch said they were
Activities and Services Coor- to install equipment, test equip- satisfied with how the constitution
dination Center at UNM, the report ment, train employees and establish presently handled the matter.
telecommunications courses with
Officers of organizations have
said.
to
various
universities,
according
"an
obligation to serve their
"This center will be responsible
group," Sen. Duane Varan said.
for
the
coordination
and reports.
I' he communications system may

ASUNM Vice President Bill
Littlefield broke the 7-7 tie by
against the proposed
voting
amendment'. There was one abstention,
··
A service which matches student
volunteers
with
organizations
looking for volunteers was appropriated $1410.
The appropriation for the
ASUNM · Campus Community
Volunteer Service Bureau had
already been approved by the
ASUNM Finance Committee but
had never passed the Senate. The
committee, thinking the Senate had
passed the appropriation, snbstracted the $1410 from its records.
Thus,
Wednesday's
appropriation did not actually affect
the amount of funds the Senate has
left to appropriate this semester,
which is still about $1045.
The Senate also approved
deletion of the part of the ASUNM
Constitution concerning the
Student Radio Board, which was
continued on page 7
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Campus
Briefs
Children's View of Family Analyzed
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With a splash of water, creatures
awaken from their cryptobiotic
repose.
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As part of an ongoing rese&rch project on children's perceptions
of family structure, the UNM Psychology Department is seeking
children and adolescents, ages 10 through 18, who are currently
living with both parents, neither of whom has been previously
divorced,

11111111111111111111

Children and their mothers will be interviewed and asked to
complete a family attitude questionaire.
Mothers interested in participating with their children are asked to
contact Dr. Sidney Rosenblum at 277-3527.

Organizing Fonm1 Set for Saturday
New Mexico Public Interest Research Group is sponsoring a
training forum on campus organizing techniques. The forum will be
held in the SUB, room 231-C, Oct. 24 from 10:30 to 1:30 p.m.
C.B. Pearoon, Western States PIRG organizer, will conduct a
workshop on tabling, classroom speaking, petitioning and other
forms of campus organizing. For more information, contact
NMPIRG at 277-2757,

Philosophy Speed~ Presented Today

"ELECTRIC PERFORMANCES,
GRAND FUN,
ELEGANTLY
RAUNCHY, UNEXPECTEDLY
TOUCHING:'

Liberation Philosophy is the title of a lecture scheduled today at
3:30 p.m. in the Philosophy department library, fifth floor of
Humanities.
The speaker will be Matthieu Casalis; associate professor of
philosophy.

STARTS
TODAY!

The talk is part of a series entitled Fridays Live sponsored by Phi
Sigma Tau, an honor society for philosophy.
Refreshments are scheduled at 3 p.m. in the Philosophy department lounge, also the fifth floor of Humanities.

•WHATWOULDl'OU HAVE DONE IFl'OU HAD BEEN CMN

ABSOWTE POWER. Of UFEAND DEATH

OVEI!- EVE~DY EL'lE IN THE WHOLE WOJQD?'
1lOil CUCC10NEAND PENlHOUSE FllMSINTEI\NA1lONAL
I'I\£SENT

MA!illlM MCIXJvVEil
TI.RESI\ANN 51\\0Y

Supreme Court Talk Given Monday

HEl.ENUfiRREN

Political Science Professor Harry Stumpf will speak Monday on
the U.S. Supreme Court and Sandra Day O'Connor, first woman
supreme court justice.

PEIERQ100LE

CAIJGULA
'""'
JOHN STE!NER,ruDO
MANNARI,
BAOID BONAaW, l..fOIDIJX) 1RIE.STf.
CrANCARLO PADfSSL MIREllA D\NGf1D

The free lecture will be held from 2:30 to4 p.m. in room 217 of the
Hunanities Building. The lecture is part of the UNM Presidential
Scholars Club Falll981 Colloquia.

-Sheila Benson, LOS ANGELES TIMES

ADRJANAASTI
wn,.JOHN CIEJillD,.,NEIWA

Student's TV Show Appears Sunday

Ml'J'TED Fi'OM AN ORICINAL SCREENI'li\Y llY 0..11\EVIDAI.
Pi'ODUCED BY BOB CUCCIONE t.ND FRANCO IIOSSEWNI

Accent, a locally produced music show featuring appearances by

"OUTRAGEOUSLY ENTERTAINING, BITCHILY FUNNY:'

1lNTO BRASS

Frank Zappa, the Commodores and John Kay and Steppenwolf, will
be shown on KGSW, channel 14, at9 p.m., Sunday.
The show, produced by 18-year-o!d UNM student Duane Varan,
will be co-hosted by Varan and ASUNM Popular Entertainment
Committee Chairman R.J. Laino.

i'M'-t,"JJl'!.l1-k:mJClWHY llY
EDmNG llY lliE rroDUC110N

CAUGULA SOUNOTR/lCK MILABI.E ON PEN'Jl-ICfJSE RECORDS
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-David Ansen, NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE

--

-ASUNM..:

"WONDERFUL DIALOGUE,
HILARIOUS SEX SCENES,
BRILLIANT ACTING:'

co:rtinued from page 6

-liz Smith,
NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

RICH tzlz(J FAMOUS

The Senate also passed a
resolution supporting the proposed
$8.36 million renovation of
Johnson Gym.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Presents
A Jacquet-William Allyn Production A Geqrge Cukor Film
JACQUEUNE BISSET CANDICE BERGEN
''RICH AND FAMOUS" DAVID SELBY HART BOCHNER Music by GEORGES DELERUE
Screenplay by GERALD AYRES Based on a play by JOHN VAN DRUTEN Produced by WILLIAM ALLYN
·~•· • Directed by GEORGE CUKOR MGM t Un1ted
"~"'"'·Artists
,r.tQ~Ius 1tta~"-~~~~•
R .• till~t~"''"'"'"
•

rm~1 ~~ ACULl tnl~DII-

MFTI~O(OLOI~ •

l'l*l~tt•o~tiLo"'•~•..•l~riLYtl:)

replaced with the University Radio
Committee by the University earlier
this year.
This action will allow the Senate
to deal with the URC through laws
instead of having to amend the
constitution.
Four presidential appointments
approved by the Senate were: David
Griffin to the Popular Entertainment Committee, Gloria
Martin to the ASUNM Elections
Commission,'Richard Ragle to the
Student Health Committee, and
Tamra Testerman to the ASUNM
Film Committee.

Class
Ad
Deadline

Q
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NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU
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HappiiJ not all beers
are created equal.

ERLANCER
THE EXCEPTION
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Arts
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Omette Coleman: Music That Heals the Aesthetic Spirit
Debby Spector
born in Fort Worth, Texas in 1930 more individuals will be committed
and received his musical education, to the art of expression 'cause that's
I am oot ~ musican - sure
know chopsticks on the piano and I self-taught, playing in South- what's going to make living cncan sing on key -but that's as far western R and B bands. It wasn't j oyable to whoever is alive at that
as it goes. I am not a musicologist easy for Ornette in the early years. moment
Excerpts from a taped phone
or a theoretician. I haven't bought He faced the discrimination most
with
Ornette
a record in over two years, but "I blacks faced in this country in the conversation
know what I like" and when the forties and fifties. When he did Coleman:
D,S, - I just read an interview
chance came up for me to interview break into the Jazz scene in L.A. he
Ornelte Coleman, saxman and jazz was under attack by the critics and with you in which you talk about a
innovator, I jumped at the op- leading musicians who could not piece you've been working on titled
understand his hot and jumpy "The World's Oldest Language"
portunity.
why don't you talk about it?
I had read a couple of recent innovations in music.
Ornette's "vocal" sax style
O.C. -It's a piece for 125
interviews with him so I felt like I
had a good idea of what has been evokes human emotions, it is an musicians and I hope to get 100 of
individualistic, expressionist ap- them from America, 2 from each of
on his mind recently.
First off, some biographical proach. "If anything good were to the fifty states and the other 25 will
information. Ornetle Coleman was happen to America it would be that be from other countries around the

world. The reason I call the piece
"The Oldest Language" is because
of some research I've been doing.
There are supposed to be 122
different faces that represent the
different human races and I got the
idea to write this piece to represent
all of those different faces. I've
been working on this piece for two
or three years. For some reason
music seems to uplift the human
spirit faster than any other thing
used publicly, The technology of
sound is becoming so involved with
medicine and religion; I am trying
to find the natural element of that
kind of sound that still exists in
folklore music. I am trying to write

When you need $65 fast,
you find out who your friends are.

It's the middle of the night and
everyone bas an excuse. Then, finally,
you get tbe one person who, even though
he's not very happy about it,
will tome U1rough. And you
think, "I knew it. Why didn't
!just call him in the fil'st
place?"
So when the crisis is
over, he's going to deserve
something a little special.
Tonight, let it be Liiwenbrau.

this piece to try and bring that type
of marriage into one sound and
hope that the result will have a very
musically appealing effect on the
listener. I think that music can play
a very big part in the bringing of a
folk-expression to the dominant
place of what we now call "Pop
Music."
D. S. - What do you think about
combining music with other forms
of expression, such as film, video,
or perfomance?
0. C. - I really believe that
expression has no one specific
container. A friend of mine is
studying painting at the Rudolph
Steiner School of Painting. She is
studying how to heal by painting.
So l really feel that all expressions
that have to do with human
emotions and the things that we
hear and see are all done for the
benefit of raising the human
concept to a much more healthy
and lovable state. Those things that
we use such as writing, music and
painting and all the social skills that
one does for other people to enjoy.
1 think it is all done for the betterment of bringing people to a
much more pleasurable ·place in
their daily environment. There is
just not enough of it done so that
everyone can get a good share of it.
D.S. - Do you have any advice
for young people who are just
starting out in the field of human
expression?
0, C. - I think that the best
thing for an artist to do is to not
fight authority or destroy authoritY
- not to use authority as a form of
position to know whether you will
succeed or not succeed. You need to
find out the quality of what
authority actually means in the way
you want to express yourself. What
I am trying to say is that authority
is quite different from responsibility. Most people never get the
chance to find out what they are
responsible for because they are too
busy fighting authority, The best
way for an individual to develop
creatively and expressively is to find
out how to get on with the wish to
do without offending the authority
they feel is confining them. I really
believe that the creating or making
of something that has a belief
motive or a desire motive that has
to do with the love in people. It
doesn't matter where you are if you
develop it and live true to it.
Eventually you will find yourself in
the position that you want to be in.
D.S. - What interests you as far
as recent developments in music?
O.C. - Right now I think the
most important things in music are
the folkloric things and people that
are unaffected by anything other
than the things that they hear and
feel. I have been listening to
Turkish music, Chin~se music and
Hungarian music, some of the stuff
I have heard rececntly in New York
City.
Also, I have been listening to a lot
of Spanish and African music,
There ate so many different
varieties in all areas of listening.
Music really shouldn't have
categories. It's only in the way that
music is sold, like records, that
categories are created.
Well, I guess we should wrap this
Up. I am looking forward to playirtg
in New Mexico and I hope everyone
enjoys it.
continued on page 9

Lusn lJnu:llliri Club-" Catnlval 81 Masquerade,
dance contests with big prizes, rood tnid
fcfrcsluncnts nvailnb1c. lr ytni come in costurne )lou
get ln free, Snwrday night at I p.n'l. Iii the Inter·
co~tumc·<iml
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From the crew at Game World

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Jessica Lynn Eckhardt
1 yearold
BlllWechHtr

Best wishes and many more to come

American Ballet Theatre II Associate .Director, Jeremy Blanton, holds a dance clinic Wednesday in
the Fine Arts Building. The Ballet Theatre performed at Popejoy through last week.

Game World across from UNM

·Griffin Talks
Films Friday

'

Tonight at 8:00 p.m. Theatre
Arts and the Rising Sun Film Co-op
will present an evening with New
York artist, filmmaker and
animator George Griffin. Griffin,
whose most recent film "Lineage"
made its Albuquerque premiere at
this months Into the '80's Film
Festival, perhaps one of the most
popular films of the series Lineage
along with other films will be the
topic of a show and tell evening of
films by an innovative, entertaining
and thought provoking artist.
The evenings showings are free to
the public and will take place in
room 2018 of the Fine Arts Center.

-Colemancontinued from page 9

D.S. - I am sure we all will. It
has been good to talk with you ....
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Do you have any Zits?
The UNM Division of Dermatology and the Student Health Center need volunteers
with acne to help determine the effectiveness of a new topical antibiotic treatment.
Patients must be available for examination every other Saturday morning between
October 24 and January 16, 1982.
The final starting dates for this experiment will be October 24·29. Patients should
not be taking antibiotics or corticosteroids.
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FoR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT

e

ERMA PINON

•

•

277-3136

•

e

STUDENT HEALTH CENTER

••

Volunteers will be paid a fee.
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The ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE Presents
Marion Brando, Gene Hackman and Christopher Reeve
in

Tonight and Saturday
c ,.,.,..,,.

I' ::}

Where can I go if I want in. formation on my academic tran•
script?
Admissions artd Records Office,
Scholes Hall102, 277·2917.

~

e

So there you have it! In a time
when people still believe in the myth
of the egotistical and tempermental
artist, it's great to talk to a well
known artist who is filled with
wisdom and warmth towards
mankind. Ornctte Coleman is an
artist who is involved with getting
across human concerns in hopes of
a humanist response from the
listener.
Coleman will be appearing with
his band "Prime Time" at the
Student Union Ballroom Saturday,
Oct. 24 at 8 p.m. So if you are
interested in hearing some highpowered stuff that will make you
feel like you are in a high place,
please attend and get an earfull.

•e

7:00, 9:30, 12:00
SUB
Theater
Students • $1.50
Others • $2.00
Winner of 12 Academy Awards

"A Marvel of
Stupendous
film-making .. ."
Rex Reed N.Y. Daily News
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Sports
Lobo Tennis Tournament Today
New Mexico hosts Trinity,
Arizona and Ariz!>na State
today and tomorrow in the
inaugural
Lobo
Tennis
Invitational for women at the
Lobo Tennis Club on south
campus.
The UNM women, under the
direction of first-year coach
Helen Horn, will be underdogs
to Trinity and ASU, both top
twenty teams.
Action begins at 8:30 a.m.
today and tomorrow, with the
championship matches Saturday
at 1 p.m. for singles and 3 p.m.
for doubles. Admission is $1 per
day.
At left is Sandy Palmisano, a
Lobo singles entry.
Other Lobos entered are
Valerie Hahn, l-eslie Roybal,
Adrienne
Maloof,
Amy
Holloway, Sandi Palmisano,
Laura Roybal and top-seeded
S!ISa!liiC Kloster.

Time To Tell
Your Favorite
Aggie Jokes?
Did

YO!I

hear the one abo!ll the

Aggie who ... ?
This is a favorite time of year for
New Mexico football fans, that
one-game season between the New
Mexico Lobos and New Mexico
State Aggies.
A time when any Lobo with a
good Aggie joke is on the starting
line-up, at least until kick-off.
The Lobos travel south on
Interstate 25 Saturday to tangle
with the Aggies for the 7lst time, a
storied series in which the Lobos
have delivered the punch line the
last four years, and a total of 42
times overall while being the butt of
the joke only 23 times (with five
ties). Last season, UNM chuckled
over a 53-19 victory.
New Mexico has used a sort of
dark humor in five defeats this
season, playing close all the way but
·coming up just shon at the end of
the game. UNM has outscored
seven opponents, 154-151, while
winning just two games.
The big news in the New Mexico
camp is that junior David Osborn
will start at quarterback to give the
UNM running game a boost.
Osborn and senior Robin Gabriel
were expected to split playing time
this season, but injuries have
slowed Osborn and needing to pass
to catch up in several games has
kept Gabriel in the line-up most of
the first half of the season.
The Aggies, 2-4, are coming off
of an impressive Missouri Valley
Conference win over Illinois State
in which former Rio Grande High
standout James Hebert rushed for
165 yards and the NMSU defense,
led by MVC defensive player of the
week James Ferebee, keyed the
Aggie victory. Kicker Mark
Ceballos has booted over 70 per
cent of his field goal attempts, five
of them over 40 yards.
The game is at Aggie Memorial
Stadium in Las Cruces, within the
NCAA's 400-mile limit for
televising games, so the only
broadcast in Albuquerque will be
on KOB Radio, 770 on the AM
dial. Kick-off is at 7:30 p.m., with
Mike Roberts and Bob Furry on the

air .•
The Lobos need this game to
have a chance for a .500 season.
They have four conference games
left, including title contenders
Brigham Young, Utah and
Wyoming, but the latter two must
play the Lobos in Albuquerque.
The other game is against winless
Colorado State.

College Grid Weekend
While Lobos battle Aggies iii the Land

or

Enchantment, there h excitement in titc WAC.

Colorado State tollowed Tcxa~El Paso'$ c:tarnple
t11is week by firing winless head coach Sark Arslanian
In the middle: of the season. 'rha~c two teams mC(t in
El Paso to settle the interim coach's: WAC championship, and lt will be the firs1 win of the sea~on !or
the victor.
The Hawaii vs, San Diego State g!inic cnuld
determine .!ieeond place ih the coriference and an
cven.tuhl bowl bid. Wyoming has only· an outside
chance of upscUing BVU now tlHit quartcrbnck Jim
McMnhon I$ back.
SPORTS EDITOR'S PICKS:

New Mexico TD fnVoritC: at New Mcllko State
Brigham Young 2 ID favorite at Wyoming
Utnh FO underdog at Nevada-Las Vega~
Colorado State FO favorite at texas-EI Va.~o
Hawaii ExtPI underdog at San Diego State
Air Forte TO underdog 3.1 Orckori
Tc~nsTcchTD underdog Y.t Washington
Houston £)1;tPt favorite al Arkansas

Manager Needed

OPENS OCTOBER 30th AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU!

The men's varsity basketball
team is taking applications for a
student manager.
The volunteer position is opeh to
any lJNM student who is available
from 3 to 6 p.m. weekdays, plus
some weekend hours. For information,
contact
Diane
Trujcquc, 277-4.505.

Ready ... Set. .. Go!

Run the Parcourse
At Your Own Speed

The parcourse, a ·chree kilometer health-fitness
route around campus is complete and ready for use.
The course includes 18 stations, and is designed to
be used by al! persons, from competing athletes to
sedentary types wishing to achieve minimum fitness.
By completing all 18 stations, users will have a
complete exercise program that includes stretching,
strengthening and cardiovascular conditioning. Most
exercise forms, such as running, yoga, weight training
or sports, do not combine all three forms of exercise.
Three kilometers is 1.87 miles, with the course

beginning and ending near Johnson Gym. A "Heart
Check Guide" is at the beginning station, giving age
and fitness guidelines.
Printed material about the parcourse will be
available in about two weeks at the intramurals office,
Johnson Gym room 230. Fred Perez, director of
!nt~a~urals, said th~t the pa~course would be kept for
mdJvJdual, unorgamzed participants. "We don't want
to spoil if by starting to make it work," he said. "It is
designed to be fun, and we'll keep it that way."
The course was built by UNM physical plant em·
ployees.

Hyour phone bill
seems wrong, calling us is
the right thing to do.
Sometimes your phone bill can come as a real surprise. Asurprise that makes you think someone
down at Mountain Bell may have made a mistake.
·
It's possible. And if we've made any mistakes,
we don't want you to pay for them.
just call your Mountain Bell business office.
(The phone number is listed on your bill, and in the
Customer Guide section at the front of the White
Pages.) Aservice representative will be happy to check
your records, and find out where the problem lies.
If we've made an error, we'll tell you where it is,
and correct it immediately. Or, we'll explain to you
why your phone bill reads the way it does, and
answer any other questions you may have.
Costly mistakes are something we can all live
without. So if there seems to be a problem on your
phone bill, we'd like to help you straighten it out.
And let us make it something you can live with.

Forthewayyou live.

@
Mountain Bell
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1. Personals
i\CCUR.ATt: INfORMATION AIIOUT cputmccption, sreriil~ntian, abortion. Right to Choose.
;!94-0171.
tfn
('OJ,()· A J.ARGt: bowl of whnt, Lnrgc chile (red or
green) $1.U, Posolc $1.2~, llenns .65. Casu Del Sol
in the New Mexico Student Union.
tfn
PIIF.(iNAN(~V Tf:STING & COUNSJli.!NG. Phone
247·9819.
tfn
I'ASSI'OIIT ANI> 11>1\NTW!CATION photos. 3 for
$6.0011 l.. owcst prices in town! Fast, pleasing, ncar
UNM. Call 265-2444 or ~orne to 1717 Girard nlv.d.
N.E.
tfn
CJliNllSt: nunt:T. CHEAP All you caneat •. Lunch
$3.00, supper $4.50, Sunday Brunch $3.00. Jno-Jao's
tfn
Place, 5000 Central Ave. S.E.
CONTACTS·POI,ISlliNG, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical CompallY on Lorna> just west of Washington.
tfn
WE 1101' UISTRIIIIJTOIIS. Prcscrlpti<1n eyeglass
frumes. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold
rhnless. $l4.50 (regular $65.00). l'ay Less Opticians,
5007 Mcnaul N.E., acrms frott\ La Belles. ~
tfn
C'ARE AIIOliT AliT? Conceptions Southwest,
LINM'~ rinc arts/literary publication,. can't exist
without your support. tluy !981 issue $4 In Marmn
Hall, Room 131, UNM Bookstore, Student
Buokllorc, ASA Clallery, Fine Arts Museum, Living
!latch. !lack imtcs tt>allablc $I in Marron Hall,
Rm>m 131.
tfn
WlUTUIS· C'O~('IWI'IONS SOLITIIWt:ST is now
a.:ccrung literary ;ubmi~sions for its spring 1982
il'uc. Bring poetry, fiction, non· fiction, plays, el~. to
Marron llall, Room 131. All submissions must be
typed and hi.IVC nan1c, nddrel)s,, phone on each plec~.
l'nclo-e \cll-:uldrc\\e~ <tantpcd envelope if you wish
tu ha•~ ynnr w<>rk rctunted. LINM stu\lents, facult~.
,wff :uul nlu1r1ni only. Deadline Dec. 4. No more than
fi1c l'i'''C' per writer ~!talc.
tfn
HOI ll"G Tlll'Nnt:ll: l'llt: coming earth changes.
By J R. Judun~n1. Now liVnilnblc at Living Batch
llt•uk;tnre.
10123
~iiml 01- Fl'NI>'> En~bil~dn, red or green chile
8~. l•ig buml\l, red or green •hile, $l.1i0, To~tada,
ml t•r ~rccn chih -~~ at the Cas~ tiel Sol in the New
Mc~"''~tmlent llnitm llldg.
tfn
~OMUSE '81 ltt:AH TilE lifc,rories of Paul
,\n~er;un, the Wurld's Strongest Man and Pro
C)u.utcrl>ack ('rat&Ura.dshaw. Octobcr~7-29. 10123
(·ot'Nl llltA('lll,A INYIU~<; you to Spend
llalluwcen with vampires, bats, and howling dogs,
MtdniRht ;ht>W $7.~0. Also group rates. Reservations
2Rl-11J~ ll.mt [)inner Theatre. Signed "Dracula".
101'30
RS r A SNACK. Sopapilla with honey .35, Salsa and
'I"P'~"· Natltos $1.00. ('asa Del Sol in the New
MextcoStu~enr limon.
tfn
l'l'NKIN, IIAI'I'Y liiRTIIDAY and have a great
10126
llnllowcen.
mcycu:s WANn:n: <;oon 10 speeds, 21" frame
prefme<l. Also 19" mixtc. Call Dill, 294-4730
eventttg~.
10/26
SINl:l.liS ONI,Y ,JS a cone single, .60 for a double,
•75 for a triple. New Mexico Union lee Cream
Shoppc.
lfn
t:AnNG/Wt:IGIIT/AL('OIIOL Problems. Dr.
Goodlive, 110 Vassar S.E, 2~6-15~3.
10/26
l!NM ART '81: Tlte ASA Gallery will be accepting
wnrk for an all media stu~ent art show. October 22
nnd 23, I I :00-4:00.277-2667.
[0/23
t'INANCIAL AIll IS Here, see our ad.
10123
TilE lli\IIA'I YAITII has amwers to your questions.
Come and hear them at 2:30 In room 230 of the SUB.
hery Wednesda)·.
I0/30
WllAT WINt: (;Ot:S with Hershey's Syrup? The
Abbess.
10/23

Have you heard about the

BAHA'I FAITH?

WWRt: IJESPt;RATt:t IIOAI)RUNNER Fun Is still
here till the end of t~c month with giveaway prices on
new and used skAtes and equipment. Come see. Inside
Zappcrs M 2214 CcrJtml S.E. across from Yale Park.
10/30
TO ()OIIINA G. Don't cat the mushr9onts. Love,
XELA.
l0/;!2
JUNIPt;RS COMMONG OUT is comming up I.
~ 10/29
p,l,p., l!t:PLY: WAITING for terms to be set, 10/23
QUASIMOI>O, I'VE GOT a hunch you'll rush back
to Happy Feet, 4821 Central N.E. for all your
Halloween needs.
10/26
GUY II, IIA YE a super 22nd birthday this weekend.
Love, Mary.
10123
!lAPP\' DIRTIIDAY "T"t I Jove youalwa~s. AI.
10123'
HALWWE.EN AUM\' GOGGLES • $1.00; Air
Force shirts • $2,00; Ons Masks from $7 .99;
Camouflage tics· $8.99; Camouflage Haram pants.
$IS.99. Many moreHallow<en goJdics • ~aufmans, a
real Army•Navy Store, 504 YnleSE, 256·0QOO. 10/30
COO-COO SWEET-PIE, 1 love you, Rex,
10123
ANDUEA, Hi\PPY IIIRTIIDAY. Yo11r just a real
sweetheart. Love, David.
10/23
LEi\llN TO DllAW and paint. Classcsspeciallzingln
English warcrcolor methods rntd Manogen ·oil
painting mediums. For Information and registration
inquire at Pinacotheqttc Inc, 333 OSUNANW, 3451330.
11/~

2. Lost & Found
FOUNn: St:T OF KEYS on miniature thong. Near
.old i>~ych Lecture Hall. Clltitn at 131 MarronHnll.
tfn
lti'WAR()! I.OST Tl-MIIA calculator. If found call
~99-6411, Michele.
10/23
l'(}LINI): t:N(;JIA Vt;n PEN Wilh the name Kim
Hull. Corne to Marron Hnll, Rm. #IJI to identify.
10127
FOllND KI':YS ON small Oip-Oop with lltlle 1nixing
bo"l. Clnirn Room t:ll Marron Halt.
tfn
LOST: lll'33t; C'ALCULi\TOil in Zimmerman
10127
!.ibrnry. Call Harold. 294·6055. Reward.
LOST: IIU~t:, IJOWN,fii.U:D, Tempco vesl.
Sentimental \lllue. Reward. If found call 196·8640
evemng~.
J0/26
FOUNU: IIROWN, NYLON duffel bag, cigaretto
c:aCiie. ,green glove, pair of sunglasses, smaU ~oin purs~.
tortoi!e-shcll colored burette, man's brown sweater.
Cl:titn at lliology, Room 113.
tfn
FOUND ON CAMI'US black and white male cat.
Unusually short, thick toil, extremely affectionate,
gentle, lf someone dumped hirn, please let me know,
so I cnn Slnrt looking for n. new home. No
recrimination;299·1732, l-4pm.
I0/23
fOUNU: SET OF keys on while plastic key holder.
Three keys, Claim nt I31 Marron Hall.
10126
FOUNI> J,l), OF of T. Mu"ei at Orand Laundry.
Next to Campus Market, 1416 Ornl!d Ave. Oo to the
Laundry to identify and claim.
10/26
CLAIM \'OUR LOST possessions at Campus Polfee
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m dally.
tfn

3. Services
Tt:t:NAGERS WILl, DO odd jobs • Garage
Cleaning, Painting, Yard work, Babysitting, etc. Call
293-5038 after4:00 p.m.
10/27
GUITAU U:SSONS, INSTRUMENTS and rentals.
Marc'sGultarCcnler, 143 HarvardS.E.
tfn
TYI'ING • STUDENT/IIUSINESS work, including
statistical!technical.
Reasonable,
experienced,
competent. 296-6299.
10126
I'IIOH:SSIONAL TYPING BY Engli<h MAteditor.
Vnst experience with dissertation<, papers. Editing
available. 266-9550.
10/27
A·l TI'PIST ·TERM PAPERS, Resumes 299·8970,
10/30

If you would like to know

TYPING · THESIS, I>ISSERTATION, reports,
statistical, call ANNITA 299·3781.
10/30
ACCUUATE, EXPERU:NCt::n TYPJST; college
work, resumes, transcribing, 294·0167.
10/30
fOilMALLY SEPARATED OR CONSIDERING
DIVORCE? Here is legal help most people eQn af.
ford. You have someone to tum to for gui~ance in
divorce and separation matters. lJnc<~ntesle.d divorce
with property setllemen!, and chll<lren .. $1 oo.oo. J.
Carruth S. Legal C!ini.c. Court costs additional,
Western Rank. 242·2602 f<;>r appointment.
10/30
GUITAR INS!RUCTOR, CLASSICAL other st~ies,
S67-31~8.
10/23
HOME TYPING SEIIVICE by retired Engllsit
professor. Spelling, grnmn1ar, confidentiality
guaranteed, 292-3431,
10/30
TYPING· FAST, ACCURATE reasonable, cassette
transcription, 247-2$83,
11/13
EXPERT TYPING REASONAIILE, Reliable,
References Please call299-62$6 or299-2675.
10123
l'f<OFF.SSIONAL RESUMESl6S·9082.
11/2
ACULEX MEANS LETTER·PEUFECT theses and
dissertations with inexpellsive revision through word
proccssing.831-31Bl.
10/26
10/23
HNANCIAL Am IS here, see our ad.
~;X PEIIIENCEQ T\'PIST TliESES, reports from 80
cents page, 243-4020
10/23

4. Housing
THE CITADEL-SUPERII location near UNM and
downtown, Bus service evc1y 30 minutes, I bedroom
or efficiency, from .$205. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets.l520 University NE, 243-2494. tfn
ENORMOUS, QUIET, lWO-IIEI>IlOOM furnished
townhouse a~t .. fireplace, 9 ft, closets, $3~0. utilities
paid, no pets, children, 247-8724.
rfn
ONE JII.OCK UNM, 4-bedroom,"2·bath furnished
hous~. I 17 Columbia, $450, 268-0S25.
10126
VARSITY HOUSE 141 COLUMlliA, I bedroom,
furnished apt. $230.268-0525.
10126
APARTMllNT NEAR UNM TVI, I Bdrm, unfurnished, 8-plex, $16~.00 month, call 242-9158 <~r
242·7061.
10126
UMN ARI;A 1 DEI>ROOM $170, utilities, no~
furnished, n>l pets, Call293·1 070 after$ :00 p.m.
10/23
TWO UNITS: PIQUANT !·bedroom apartment;
$plcnctic Horefront· each $175,242-4777, R<~bert,
10/27
FEMAU; TO SHARE home, Albuquerque Country
Club area, nonsmoker: serious, quiet envlrnment,
parllally furnished 265-2SZ4. 247-9445.
lfn
ROOMMATE 3 llDIIM HOUSE Furnished one mile
west UNMSISO-mo plus onehalfUtilities843-67S3
,..
10/29
l'OR !lENT: EH'ICmNCV apartment, 1410 Girard
NE, SIBS/mo., all utllitles paid, Fully furnished •
security locks and laundry facilities. Please <all before
6:00 In the evening, 266·8392.
tfn

ELI':CTRIC CLOTHES J)JU'ER for s<tle, $50,00.
Cnli293-503B afler6:00,
10/27
USED 3 SPEEHS. One mens one Jadl~s also Jl~W
Centurion bicycles on sale Harvard Elke House 137
HarvardSE 255,8808.
10/28
LADIES 10 SPEEI> Puegot excellent cqndition,
asking $150.00, For more information call 898·0499
afler4:oo.
10/28
CLOSE IN 2 UEDROOM pueblo style, vigas, 1925
sq. ft. $83,500 Living room, dining room, plus lg,
f~mily room with woods!ove. Low down, Call
Gharlotte 821-4432, eve. 292-03~ I.
10128
1979 KAW ASUKI 250 Dirt-street 111Qtorcycle 4800
mi. 65 mpg. $890 294-8122
10/26
POIISCHE TAUGA 9l1SC. Must sell, excellent
condition, TertJl negotia!>le. After 5:30 p. nt., 344·
9642, Terresa.
.10/27
1973 VW SUPERDEETLE • Rebuilt trans., new
upt10lstery, headers, $2200 or best. 821·5475 or 265·
2026.
10/23
MOVING SAI,E. LARGE arm cltalr $25,00, fivespeed men's bike $25,00, Marantz turnrnble $50,00.
Cull831-4868,
10/23
TEN·SPt:ED FUJI, 19 inch, perfect e9nditlon, Lock,
10/30
chain, rack, $200. 842-1516, evenings.
1971 MG MIDGt;T. Runs great, looks go<1d, 40 mpg,
$1600. 265,8294.
10/26
1974 DOUGE VAN. Qood condition, $1 ,600.00. 242·
865~. 256-8487.
10/26
WURLITZEU SPJNE;T PIANO excellent condition
$1000.00 Firm. Call296-8380,
10/23
lli\l,t;IGII 10 SPEED will negotlqtc price. 277-4281.
10/23
1978 HONDA JJAWK, 400cc • S900 negotiable. Must
sell. 345·8901 (days) pr 897-2507 for more lnfo. 10/29
WE 801' I)ISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich VIllage {Lenn>m styles), gold,
rimless. $54.50 regular $65.00 Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Mcnaul N.E. across from La Belles,
tfn

6. Employment
PAIIT·TIME JOII afternoons and evenings, Must be
able to work Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21
year; old. Apply in person, no pltonc calls, please.
Sa\eway Liquor Stores a.t 5704 Lomas NE, S'16
Menaul NE.
tfn
OYEUSEAS JOBS· ~UMMEH/year round, Eumpe,
S. Anter., Australia, Asia. All fields, SSQ0.$1200
monthly. Sightseeing, Free info. Wri!e IJC Box 52·
NM·I ('orona Dr! Mar, CA92525.
1113

ROCK GUITARIST WANTEn, Experience
required. Caii277·3B92.
10!27
NEW COMPANY SEEKING managers am:i
supervisors. Be your own bos~. work your owo hours.
Good G.P.A. and good Income is achievable. We will
train anyone, any usc. Cal2~8-6542.
10127

7. Travel
n· YOU WANT ~on1eone to "get You on a slow boat
to China" why not advertise in the /Jai/y Lobo1, ~tfn

8. Miscellaneous
GI.IDER .RIDES! .DEMONSTRATION nights $25 20 minl!te minimum. Also sailplane Tentals and
stuclent instruc!ion. Valley Higlt Soaring. 86S-5688,
10/23
SPEND
HALLOWEEN
WITII
COUNT
DRACULA, SPECIAL MIDNIGHT SHOW ONLY
$7,50, Also group rates. Reservations 281·3338 Barn
Dinner Theatre.
l0/30
Glllo.l>lJATJ> ART STUI>ENTS will receive a 50
percent discount on the Spring 1981 issue of Con·
ceptions Southwest, UNM 's~ . fine arts-literary
publication. Regular price $4.00, Must present
sched1rle with 400 level class. Good through 10-23,
IP/23

9. Las N oticias
TAIII.E TENNIS TOURNAMENT, Oct, 28th, 6
p.m.·9 p.m. EntrY Deadline Oct. 26th. Sign-up at
SUB Games Area.
10/26
u:SBIAN, GAYS, 111-SEXUALS: Juniper meets
Tuesday, Oct. 20 undNov. 3, B:OO p,m, SUil231E.
10/26
FUNK ANIJ DISCO Wilh "Fame" October 23rd and
24th D.J. Jnms Unlimited October 24th 9pm- lam
Subway Station. For information 277·5492 or 2774506.
10123
MAGIC & MIME by "Drew Richman" and "Dale
Mouuds" Oct. 23rd SUD South Side 12 noon· lpm
SUD Noontime,
10121
THE RAilA 'I FAIT II has answers to your questions.
Come and hear them at2:30 in. room 230 of the SUB.
EveryWednesday.
10/30
"STTP" JAZZ FUSSION band. Wed. October 28th
12 noon • lpm Sub South Side, l'ro<luc~r Sub
Noontime.
10128

~-~------~-------·

Birthday Party

I
I
1
1
I

featuring

I

Siren's

~~if~iilft\

.,~~C-~i
·.
.

··~,
Special
CITY1.. '.\
'
1 slice green chili & a
large soft drink for $1.25
Wltll wupon oruy IUr 1\1 ~ 10i25

127 Harvard SE

'' bt. South ol Central

·"-------------~

* Lisa Gilkyson *

HALLOWEEN?

*Bonnie Bluhm*
•Sue Young*

5. For Sale
nAINBOW PLACE CONTINUING sale with real
discounts on gift<, recording<, cards, and books.
Worth the trip. 555 Wyoming Nil, 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
10/29
SUEDE JACK(,"7 FRINGED, slzt 35, excellent
condition, 545.00. After 5, 292·S027.
10/29
1978 KAWASAKI KE175, DP, Good Condition,
SSOO/best offer, 294-7S43.
10/29
73 Y. W. SQDK New Brakes, Clutch, Generator,
Regulator, Good Condition. 73,000 miles, 51400,
266·2129. Rob.
10/24

* Booths & Games *
*Food & Beer*
*Door Prizes*
*Clowns*
115 Harvard SE

11 am til dark
come one, come all

.....

more aboot it· Come to Rm.
230 at 2:30 Wed. in the SUB.

Need Persons Without
Housing That Want.
To Share

ARMY·NAVY GOODS
504 YAl-E SE
256·0000

(1}£V Share·A·Roof
All Ages

Hot Tubs
for rent by the hour

344-n27
9am•ll pm 7 days a WQek
65194th NW

Roommate Finders
266·267o

Covered

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Wlragon
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOVI/N

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement tn the New Mex1co Da1/y Lobo
!Jmes(s) beginning ~- _ -~ _
. under the headtng (circle
one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found: 3. Serv1ces: 4. Housing; 5. · For
Sale; 6. Etnployment; 7. Travel; 8. Miscellammus

ACROSS
1 Malice
6 Cflemical
c:oflllOUrld

11.Fated
12 Perched
14 Man's nick-

name
15 Buckets
17 Potion

cia!
6Ascetics
7 Compass pt.
8 Youngster
9 Short jacket
10 Dwell
11 Transactions
13 Takes out
161!11pSI't
21 Hl~length

22 Nothing
23 Man's name
25 Boredom

24 Loop

27 Down: Prefix
28 Pry

31 Expressions
33 Firth
35 Out of date
36 Egg dish
37 Slave
39 Flower parts
40 Closes
43 Nerve net-

30 Signifies
32 Function
34 Location
35 <>Ml
38 Cavils
41 Part of "to

be"

Answer to Friday's Puzzle

19 Entrances

18Sumup
20 Rain and hail

coat
26Specks
29 Errtreatles

works

53 Legal mat-

46 Edible

ters
56 Babylonian
deity

rootstock
48 Maroons
51 Offer

42 Diner
44 Pintail dUck
45 Deposit
47 tv'lore certain
49 As written:
Mlis.
50 Thick slice
52 Later
54 Man's nick-

name

17' per word, $1.00 minimum chorge
11' per word per day for five or more consecutive days

Marron Hall.,

.

I
1
I
!
1
1

55 Weirder
57 Paragons
59 At present
60 Helpers:

Abbr.
DOWN
1 Soaked

2 Italian river
3 DemOn
4 Beverages

5 Roman offl-

'

58 Near

